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ABSTRACT

A headgear for dispensing a substance has a container to
carry the substance. A spigot is secured to the container. The
spigot can be opened to dispense the substance by gravity,
suction, pressure or levity flow when the container. The
spigot can be closed to retain the substance in the chamber.
A hat-like recess is formed within the bottom wall ol the
container sized for wearing on an individual's head, and for
maintaining the container in a freestanding condition during
hands-free ambulation ol the individual.
12 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets
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SUBSTANCE DISPENSING HEADGEAR
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Based upon a need for containing a substance centuries
ago, a vessel was invented. Later, to dispense the substance,
a spigot was invented. Both are stationary devices. Transporting the substance was either by animals, or mechanical
means, with limited, restrictive, and or regulated distances,
and locations.

Another aspect of the invention provides a transportable
receptacle for dispensing a substance comprising a container
enclosing a chamber to carry the substance. The container
includes a bottom wall defining a generally flat surface to
maintain the container in a freestanding condition when
placed on a horizontal surface. The receptacle also includes
a mount in the container spaced away from the bottom wall.

According to this aspect of the invention, the receptacle
includes a family of spigots presenting different identifiable
spacial forms. The spigots are constructed and arranged for
interchangeable placement on or in the mount in commuSUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
nication with the chamber. Each spigot includes a valve to
To resolve this, the inventor has invented a means for
regulate gravity, suction, pressure or levity flow of the
transporting a substance, by way of the contained substance
substance through the spigot when the container is in the
being equally distributed upon a person's head resulting in 15 freestanding condition. The receptacle also includes a hatthe holding, dispensing, and transportability of the
like recess formed within the bottom wall. The hat-like
substance, to, from, and at a location, during any time.
recess is sized for wearing on an individual's head and for
maintaining the container in the freestanding condition
The invention comprises wearable headgear for holding,
during hands-free ambulation of the individual.
and dispensing a substance, to, from, and at a location. It is
worn upon a person's head for access at a location, during 2 0
In one embodiment, the valve of at least one of the spigots
any time without hindering, or obstructing the wearer's use
includes an external handle to manually move the valve
of other appendages.
between an opened position, opening communication with
the chamber to dispense the substance by gravity, suction,
The headgear has advantages, which solves previously
pressure or levity flow when the container is in the freeexisting problems of a contemporary container, which was
standing condition, and a closed position, closing commuheavy, unmanageable, and remained stationary. The headnication with the chamber to retain the substance in the
gear is made of molded Food Grade plastic, resulting in
chamber.
being lightweight, and transportable.
In one embodiment, the container includes an identifiable
Its wearability upon a person's head allows the substance
to be held, transported, and dispensed to, from, and at a 3 0 spatial form.
location for instantaneous usability, and frees the wearer's
Another aspect of the invention provides a family of
hands, for other purposes.
transportable receptacles for dispensing substances. The
family of receptacles comprises a family of containers
One aspect of the invention provides a transportable
presenting different identifiable spacial forms. Each condispensing receptacle for a substance. The receptacle comprises a container enclosing a chamber to carry the sub- 35 tainer enclosing a chamber to carry a substance and includes
a bottom wall defining a generally flat surface to maintain
stance. The container includes a bottom wall defining a
the container in a freestanding condition when placed on a
generally flat surface to maintain the container in a freehorizontal surface. Each container also includes a mount
standing condition when placed on a horizontal surface. The
spaced from the bottom wall, and a hat-like recess formed
receptacle also provides a spigot spaced above the bottom
wall and secured to the container in communication with the 40 within the bottom wall sized for wearing on an individual's
head and for maintaining the container in the freestanding
chamber. The spigot carries a valve including an external
condition during hands-free ambulation of the individual.
handle to manually move the valve between an opened and
a closed position. In the opened position, the valve opens
The family also includes a family of spigots presenting
communication with the chamber to dispense the substance
different identifiable spacial forms. Each spigot is conby gravity, suction, pressure or levity flow when the con- 45 structed and arranged for interchangeable placement on or in
tainer is in the freestanding condition. In the closed position,
the mount in communication with the chamber. Each spigot
the valve closes communication with the chamber to retain
includes a valve to regulate flow of the substance by gravity,
the substance in the chamber. The receptacle further includes
suction, pressure or levity through the spigot when the
a hat-like recess formed within the bottom wall sized for
container is in the freestanding condition.
wearing on an individual's head and for maintaining the 50
In one embodiment, the valve of at least one of the spigots
container in the freestanding condition during hands-free
includes an external handle to manually move the valve
ambulation of the individual.
between an opened position, opening communication with
In one embodiment, the container includes a mount for the
the chamber to dispense the substance by gravity, suction,
spigot including means for removing the spigot from the
pressure or levity flow when the container is in the freemount for repair or replacement with another spigot.
55 standing condition, and a closed position, closing communication with the chamber to retain the substance in the
In one embodiment, the container includes an identifiable
chamber.
spatial form.
In one embodiment, the spigot includes an identifiable
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
spatial form.
60
FIG.
1 is a side perspective view of a substance dispensIn one embodiment, the container includes a fitting or
ing
headgear
that embodies features of the invention;
recess to support an external object.
FIG. 2 is a side view of the headgear shown in FIG. 1;
In one embodiment, the container encloses a second
FIG. 3 is a top view of the headgear shown in FIG. 1;
chamber to carry a substance and further includes a second
spigot in communication with the second chamber.
55
FIG. 4 is a bottom view of the headgear shown in FIG. 1;
In one embodiment, insulating material surrounds the
FIG. 5 is an end view of a spigot mount located in the
chamber.
headgear shown in FIG. 1;
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headgear's/hat's mount 22. The tap 38 comprises a stout 40
FIG. 6 is a side view of a plug that is placeable in the
and valve 32, attached to the end of the plug 36, to control
mount shown in FIG. 5, as shown in FIG. 1;
the flow of a substance; a fluid, a gelatin, and or a solid.
FIG. 7 is a side view of a tap that the plug shown in FIG.
FIGS. 1 to 4, 8 to 13, 14, and 15 to 16 show alternative
6 carries, as shown in FIG. 1;
embodiments of a wearable headgear/hat 12, comprising of
FIGS. 8 to 10 show transportable, substance dispensing
a receptacle 28, including a chamber means 20 for holding
headgears comprising ball-shaped containers having differa predetermined amount of a substance. The headgear/hat 12
ent spatial forms and spigots having different spacial forms,
also includes mount means 22 for attaching an appendage
shown mounted on the headgears;
part (e.g, spigot 14) that allows for drawing, and regulating
FIG. 11 is a side view of a ball-shaped container of the
availability, or flow of the substance, from said receptacle.
type shown in FIGS. 8 to 10;
The headgear/hat 12 also includes a hat-like recess 26 for
FIG. 12 is a bottom view of the ball-shaped container
covering a person's head as a way for transporting the
shown in FIG. 11;
receptacle 28, and the connected appendage part 14, to,
FIG. 13 is a top view of the ball-shaped container shown
from, and at a location for dispensing of the substance.
in FIG. 11;
15 Whereby, while wearing the headgear/hat 12, a person can
work, eat, and play, with means for holding, and dispensing
FIG. 14 is a side perspective view of a transportable,
a substance, to, from, and at a location, during any time.
substance dispensing headgear comprising a hat-shaped
container and spigots shown mounted on the headgear;
As the Figures demonstrate, the exterior, or interior shape,
structure of the headgear/hat 12, may be varied to provide a
FIG. 15 is a side view of the hat-shaped container shown
20 plurality of alternative shape embodiments of unlimited
in FIG. 14; and
range. The unlimited range of shapes includes a predeterFIG. 16 is a side view of the hat-shaped container shown
mined spacial form of a particular item, or kind of item,
in FIG. 15.
comprising a standard, or universally recognized spatial
form.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
25
EMBODIMENT
The headgear/hat 12 can include an interior, or exterior
adjunct/fastener 18 for attaching, hanging, swinging, and or,
The transportable receptacle 10 shown in FIGS. 1 to 4
suspending an object, upon its surface.
comprises a molded headgear/hat 12, and a spigot 14. The
The headgear/hat 12 can include a slot/recess/pocket 19
headgear/hat 12, and the spigot 14 are made from one and,
or more, types of food grade plastics, such as low density 30 for placing an object in, inside, on, or around it.
The headgear/hat 12 can include a predetermined
polyethylene LDPE), high density polyethylene (HDPE),
substance, or material that allows for changing the exterior
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) or polyvinyl chloride
or interior temperature of the headgear/hat.
(PVC).
The headgear/hat 12 can include a bi-container version for
The size and shape of the headgear/hat 12 or spigot 14
may be varied to unlimited range (made smaller or larger, 35 holding and dispensing two separate substances. The
bi-container may be disconnected and reconnected, by way
and appearance unlimited), as FIGS. 8 to 10 and FIG. 14
of a predetermined method.
show by way of example. The color may be varied to
The color of the headgear/hat 12 may be varied to an
unlimited range. The unlimited range, means that the color
unlimited range. The unlimited range of the color may be
may be altered, in tint, and or, tone.
altered in tint or tone.
The spigot 14 for one headgear/hat 12 is interchangeable,
The headgear/hat 12 can include a predetermined material
interconnecting, and functional with any another headgear/
for making the headgear/hat 12 capable of holding and
hat 12.
dispensing a substance, either singularly, or when joined.
Interior, or exterior insulation 16 may be incorporated into
The headgear/hat 12 can include an attached strap/belt/
headgear/hat. Eye ring, or eye rings; slot, or slots;
harness for securing the headgear/hat, on to a person's head
compartment, or compartments, concave or convex form, or
to prevent loss of the headgear/hat, and, direct impact to the
forms (see, e.g., reference numeral 18 in FIG. 1), may be
person's head.
utilized on any headgear/hat 12.
The headgear/hat 12 can include a conduit/hose-like preThe headgear/hat 12 includes a chamber 20, which holds
a predetermined amount of substance. Its containing capac- 50 determined spigot for dispensing a substance that is operated
from a person's mouth, to his/her self. The conduit/hose-like
ity is not limited to liquid alone. A gelatin, and, or solid
predetermined spigot on the headgear/hat is a means for
compound, may be contained, and means for dispensing
holding and self-dispensing of said substance to oneself.
from it.
The headgear/hat 12 can include from its physical strucThe headgear/hat 12 is molded in form. The headgear/hat
12 includes a mount 22 or orifice, having a predetermined 55 ture internally or externally, means for supporting a predetermined electrical device. The predetermined electrical
diameter, located in front, in the middle, above the generally
device can include a cooling system; a heating system; an
flat bottom 24 of the headgear/hat 12. The headgear/hat 12
audio system, and or, a visual system.
comprises a covering device for a head in the form of a
hat-like recess 26, with a predetermined means 20 for
The size of the headgear/hat 12 may be varied to a
keeping within it, an amount of substance, and means 26 for go plurality of alternative embodiments, of unlimited range of
transporting said substance on the head, and means 14 for
predetermined physical magnitude, extent, or bulk of
dispensing of the substance, from said headgear, from on
relative, or of proportionate dimensions.
said head, during any time, at any location.
The headgear/hat 12 can include a covering/wrap 16
constructed of a predetermined material for protecting;
The spigot 14 comprises two separate parts: a plug 36
(FIG. 6) and a tap 38 (FIG. 7). The plug 36 comprises a 65 insulating, and for another predetermined purpose.
partially hollow pipe fitting for making a connection to the
The spigot can include a predetermined male, and or
headgear/hat 12 by either insertion, or screwing on, to said
female connector contact in any of its alternative embodi-
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ments to allow for interchangeability with a compatible
male, and or female connector contact, on the headgear/hat,
and any of its alternative embodiments.
The spigot 14 (see FIGS. 6 and 7) carries a valve 32
including an external handle 34 (see FIG. 1) to manually
move the valve 32 between an opened and a closed position.
In the opened position, the valve 32 opens communication
with the chamber 20 to dispense the substance by gravity,
suction, pressure or levity flow when the container 20 is in
the freestanding condition. In the closed position, the valve
32 closes communication with the chamber 20 to retain the
substance in the chamber 20.
The shape of the spigot 14 may be varied to a plurality of
alternative shape embodiments of unlimited range. The
unlimited range of shapes includes a predetermined spacial
form of a particular item, or kind of item, comprising a
standard, or universally recognized spatial form.
The spigot 14 can include a predetermined material (e.g.,
the valve 32) for holding and dispensing the substance.
The color of the spigot 14 may be varied to unlimited
range in tint or tone.
The size of the spigot 14 may be varied to a plurality of
alternative embodiments, of unlimited range of predetermined physical magnitude, extent, or bulk of relative, or of
proportionate dimensions.
The spigot 14 can include a self-contained spigot comprising a tap and plug combination forming a single member
(spigot).
The spigot 14 can include means for regulating
availability, or flow of a substance: a liquid; a gelatin, and or,
a solid by exerting a suction force produced by movements
of the lips, and tongue, or to hold, or grip (especially with
teeth), by which friction is created on the dispensing
apparatus, or to expand, or distend with air, the internal
pressure through the dispensing apparatus to urge the substance in to a person's mouth.
What is claimed is:
1. A transportable dispensing receptacle for a substance
comprising
a container enclosing a chamber to carry the substance,
the container including a bottom wall defining a generally flat surface to maintain the container in an
upright, freestanding condition when placed on a horizontal surface,
a spigot spaced above the bottom wall and secured to the
container in communication with the chamber, the
spigot carrying a valve including an external handle to
manually move the valve between an opened position,
opening communication with the chamber to dispense
the substance by gravity, suction, pressure or levity
flow when the container is in the freestanding, upright
condition, and a closed position, closing communication with the chamber to retain the substance in the
chamber, and
a hat-like recess formed within the bottom wall sized for
wearing on an individual's head and for maintaining
the container in the upright, freestanding condition
during hands-free ambulation of the individual.
2. A receptacle according to claim 1 wherein the container
includes a mount for the spigot including means for removing the spigot from the mount for repair or replacement with
another spigot.
3. A receptacle according to claim 1 wherein the container
includes an identifiable spatial form.
4. A receptacle according to claim 1 wherein the spigot
includes an identifiable spatial form.

5. A receptacle according to claim 1 wherein the container
includes a fitting or recess to support an external object.
6. A receptacle according to claim 1 wherein the container
encloses a second chamber to carry a substance, and further
including a second spigot in communication with the second
chamber.
7. A receptacle according to claim 1 and further including
insulating material surrounding the chamber.
8. A transportable receptacle for dispensing a substance
comprising
a container enclosing a chamber to carry the substance,
the container including a bottom wall defining a generally flat surface to maintain the container in an
upright, freestanding condition when placed on a horizontal surface,
a mount in the container spaced away from the bottom
wall,
a family of spigots presenting different identifiable spacial
forms, the spigots being constructed and arranged for
interchangeable placement on or in the mount in communication with the chamber, each spigot including a
valve to regulate gravity, suction, pressure or levity
flow of the substance through the spigot when the
container is in the freestanding, upright condition, and
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a hat-like recess formed within the bottom wall sized for
wearing on an individual's head and for maintaining
the container in the upright, freestanding condition
during hands-free ambulation of the individual.
9. A receptacle according to claim 8
wherein the valve of at least one of the spigots includes an
external handle to manually move the valve between an
opened position, opening communication with the
chamber to dispense the substance by gravity, suction,
pressure or levity flow when the container is in the
freestanding, upright condition, and a closed position,
closing communication with the chamber to retain the
substance in the chamber.
10. A receptacle according to claim 8
wherein the container includes an identifiable spatial
form.
11. A family of transportable receptacles for dispensing
substances comprising
a family of containers presenting different identifiable
spacial forms, each container enclosing a chamber to
carry a substance and including a bottom wall defining
a generally flat surface to maintain the container in an
upright, freestanding condition when placed on a horizontal surface, a mount spaced from the bottom wall,
and a hat-like recess formed within the bottom wall
sized for wearing on an individual's head and for
maintaining the container in the upright, freestanding
condition during hands-free ambulation of the
individual, and
a family of spigots presenting different identifiable spacial
forms, each spigot being constructed and arranged for
interchangeable placement on or in the mount in communication with the chamber, each spigot including a
valve to regulate flow of the substance by gravity,
suction, pressure or levity through the spigot when the
container is in the freestanding, upright condition.
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12. A receptacle according to claim 11
,
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wherein the valve or at least one ol the spigots includes an
external handle to manually move the valve between an
opened position, opening communication with the
chamber to dispense the substance by gravity, suction,

pressure or levity flow when the container is in the
freestandine, upright condition, and a closed position,
, .
. i.
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closing communication with the chamber to retain the
su bstance in the chamber,
5
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